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Abstract: GeoSensor is a new Open-Source platform that adds news items and social media 

content to the identification of the change of satellite pictures. GeoSensor incorporates these two 

orthogonal activities with state-of-the-art Semantic Web techniques. The article presents the 

development of GeoSensor in detail, highlighting the benefits of using semantics to make the 

most of the information obtained from news articles and Earth Observation items. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alter identification in remote sensing is to compare two or more of the satellite images which 

portray the same region on the Earth's ground, but which are captured at distinct times.[1]–[3] 

The objective of the project is to define the pictures in fields with soil or land use modifications 

(for example, houses are inhabited now in a region that had been an olive grove in the past). This 

is an important job as it is helpful for many apps[4]–[6]. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This paper introduces GeoSensor, a geospatial system for the identification of change for 

Copernicus information that covers these three Vs of large satellite information. Basically, 

GeoSensor incorporates a remote sensing part in the extremely scalable treatment chain with a 

social sensor. Remote sensing uses SAR pictures from Sentinel-1 to apply the change 

investigative techniques while using Sentinel-2 optical pictures for end result validation[7]–[13]. 

Social sensing applies methods of event identification to group news articles and news releases 

related to the same case in the actual world and in the region in which changes have been 

detected. Figure 1 and 2 depict the whole proposed framework. 
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Figure 1 flowchart of Change Indicator 

 

Figure 2 Proposed spark framework 

 

RESULTS 

The 2- VM Spark is 3 times faster to utilize the multithreaded, as shown in figure 1. This 

demonstrates that “Spark's overhead communication” is insignificant over time and does not 

impact run-times. Figure 2 shows the outcomes by the setup of the execution moment. User can 

notice that the runtime falls considerably for the Event detector when there is raising the number 

of parts of Spark, i.e. parallel workflows. However, only the biggest batch size is a considerably 

slower baseline method. This is because the barrier parallelism of Spark is greater than the 

velocity-up for a tiny amount of smaller documents, as in Reuters 21K. 
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Figure 3Performance times to parallel the modify identification workflow methods. 

 

Figure 4 Performance times to parallel the activity identification workflow methods. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper suggests the GeoSensor, the first open-source system that combines remote and social 

sensing with Semantic Web techniques. The RDF data model plays an important role because it 

has two significant benefits in comparison with conventional, semantic methods. 

First, it makes it possible to deal efficiently with variety and to seamlessly combine all sources of 

information for meaningful assessment. It also helps with the use of ontology and reasoning 

methods in order to gather fresh facts, which are not reflected directly in the information 

available. The other benefit is that the information and semantics are connected together. 

Converting information from GeoSensor into RDF enables it to be easily linked to other 

information sources and to detect hidden connections between entities that support the evaluation 
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of the information. This method offers rich information and enables us to create highly 

automated workflows based on the strength of semantics using machine learn algorithms. 
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